ERK couples chronic survival of NK cells to constitutively activated Ras in lymphoproliferative disease of granular lymphocytes (LDGL).
Chronic NK lymphoproliferative disease of large granular lymphocytes (LDGL) is characterized by the expansion of activated CD3-, CD16+ or CD56+ lymphocytes. The mechanism of survival of NK cells from LDGL patients is unknown but may be related to antigenic stimulation. There is currently no standard effective therapy for LDGL, and the disease is characteristically resistant to standard forms of chemotherapy. We found evidence of constitutive activation of extracellular-regulated kinase (ERK) in NK cells from 13/13 patients with NK-LDGL (one patient with aggressive and 12 patients with chronic disease). Ablation of ERK activity by inhibitors or a dominant-negative form of MEK, the upstream activator of ERK, reduced the survival of patient NK cells. Ras was also constitutively active in patient NK cells, and exposure of cells to the Ras inhibitor FTI2153 or to dominant-negative-Ras resulted not only in ERK inhibition but also in enhanced apoptosis in both the presence and absence of anti-Fas. Therefore, we conclude that a constitutively active Ras/MEK/ERK pathway contributes to the accumulation of NK cells in patients with NK-LDGL. These findings suggest that strategies to inhibit this signaling pathway may be useful for the treatment of the NK type of LDGL.